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The study of expertise has focused on the concept of specialization and specialists, 

both from a sociological and a biological perspective. It has been taken for granted that 

expertise concerns only specialization; even individuals characterized as “polymaths” 

or homo universalis are considered to be expert specialists in many fields. Can expert 

specialists in many fields exist today? This question is deceitful or irrelevant since it 

cannot accommodate the concept of individuals who are neither specialists nor “poly-

specialists” but have knowledge of a different level: not analytic, but rather, synthetic 

and abstract. Here, a new type of expert is proposed, contributory expert generalist. 

Their necessity stems from the methodology of epistēmē proper. Their characteristics 

will be identified and discussed, some empirical examples will be given and their expert 

status is going to be discussed using various theoretical approaches on expertise, 

namely SEA, SEE and STS (Science of Exceptional Achievement, Study of Expertise 

and Experience, Science Technology and Society). 
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Introduction 

Taking things for granted may turn out to be a dangerous habit, albeit a necessary 

and inherent predisposition of all animals. Apart from science itself, one of the things 

we have taken for granted for too long is the exclusive status of the expert specialists – 

also known as contributory experts (K. A. Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesch-Römer 1993). 

There are still other forms of expertise, i.e. interactional, experiential experts etc. (H. 

Collins and Evans 2007). All known forms of expertise have the same point of reference, 

the same measure: contributory expertise, empowered by specialization. Science, 

technology, art, education; all have been developed succumbing to the golden standard 

of specialization. Who can blame them? Even Classic philosophers such as Plato 

celebrated the superiority of excellent individuals. But did we rush to assume that 

excellence and specialization are identified? Plato himself was a polymath and we know 

Socrates (as a figure in Plato’s Apology) was critical about individuals who could be 

perceived as experts by today’s standards in both arts and crafts. He admired their 

skilfulness, yes, but it was more important to him for them no to possess “the truth”. 

Such truth, cannot be anything other than general surveillance, the cornerstone of 

epistēmē. Anything else would be counter-dialectic or supernatural. I will support, 

general surveillance is exactly what we have forgotten today, along with epistēmē. 

In the legendary era of classic philosophers, when someone had a question, they did 

not seek the advice of a specialist, but of a generalist; a philosopher. Specialists were 

not even highly esteemed individuals; they were the workers.  Have we forgotten to 

include expert generalists in our modern view about expertise, or is it just another 

outdated concept? We will attempt to show its difference from anything which has 
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existed until now (in the modern era) as well as its necessity both in terms of social 

impact and of the method of epistēmē. Expert generalists are not just another type of 

experts, but a new paradigm absolutely necessary to save science from its methodology. 

The paper starts by describing the differences between the methods of science and 

epistēmē. It is discussed how this dichotomy paved the way for the prevalence of the 

expert specialist as a natural expression of the scientific method and how it has 

displaced expert generalists and epistēmē alike. Expert generalists are described and 

some examples are given. Then other implications are discussed especially related with 

political philosophy; Marx’s idea of alienation from his 1844 Manuscripts is used. 

Finally, we discuss how compatible and incompatible specialists and generalists are, to 

conclude their existence is complementary. 

 

Science Vs. Epistēmē 
 

Some things are too big to fail – or so we thought. The institution of science is not 

just among the biggest, the strongest and the richest ones; even though there have been 

voices heard criticising it, its political power is equally enormous and its supporters are 

zealots believing in it beyond any doubt (Latour and Woolgar 1986; H. M. Collins and 

Evans 2002; H. Collins and Evans 2007; Feyerabend 1993). Alas, even science is wrong. 

The simplest explanation lies in its methodology. The experimental method should 

stimulate our intuitive understanding or help us choose among the various elements and 

singletons that have resulted after we have finished constructing theory. Instead, it is 

being used as a proving method. However, logical positivism collapsed in the ‘50s 

especially. after Quine’s classic paper on the two dogmas of empiricism – though, for 

the wrong reasons. Quine attacked the distinction between analytic and synthetic truths, 

on one hand, and reductionism, on the other hand (Quine 1951). The problem, however, 

is even more fundamental: theory and truth should have no meaning, no world-content 

to begin with; they cannot possibly have any meaning, they are completely abstract. 

Does “concrete”, meaningful thought fit anywhere in our theory? Yes, reality and 

theoretics (if we borrow a term from the theory of music) do have meaning.1 I am not 

merely transposing the problem one level further; science does not have step number 

one (theory) at all and this is the exact problem, the lack of foundations. It is legitimate 

to use conventions to interpret a theoretical system, but how can I consider (in the 

sciences) reality to be a convention of some sort? I cannot, it is a contradiction in terms!  

Logic forbids us to assume the cause based on the effect (when no 1-1 

correspondence has been established; this fallacy even has a name: affirming the 

consequent). Nobody seems to worry; instead, the experimental method is now the 

golden standard in science. The experimental method is not only used to verify theories; 

we have gone as far as to use it to introduce theories by the back door using the myth 

of the “naïve recorder”. This myth, or fallacy, is basically describing our tendency to 

avoid the responsibility of properly constructing theories by claiming that we merely 

record data; hypothesis non fingo, data colligō.  

Statistics is a typical mathematical field; all of its theorems are, of course, proved 

(based on logic, not statistics). Statistics is not a proving method in mathematics, nor 

can it be used to prove anything in the strict sense; the only proving method in 

 
1 This dichotomy (abstract theory vs concrete reality) is characteristic to both Marx’s youth and 

Feuerbach. Althusser expressed this dichotomy as Generality I vs Generality III correspondingly. 
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mathematics is logic (Papageorgiou and Lekkas 2020). Even if one used a prior theorem 

in statistics to prove a new one, this does not and cannot qualify specific theorem as a 

general proving method – especially outside statistics (as is the case with theorems in 

all mathematical fields). However, logic is a general proving method. Logic is a priori, 

in the sense that it is set up even before the first word is written, for example it is used 

in the logical setup of a scientific paper (arguments, i.e. premises leading to conclusions, 

logical inferences), not a posteriori, as is the case with statistics. Statistics per se may 

only be as good (i.e. credible) as the level of logical consistency and logical analysis 

used. Essentially, logical analysis per se is the method of epistēmē (Papageorgiou and 

Lekkas 2018). It only follows naturally that logic concerns, or should concern, all of 

scientific and academic writing, in any form and for any purpose, whereas statistics is 

of concern to a great deal of scientific papers, but not of all. 

Despite occasional problems in regards to the quality of the statistical analysis used 

– or even the manipulation of results towards making them more appealing, or 

“significant” (Ioannidis 2005, 2012), statistical analysis is the golden standard of the 

contemporary scientific method. The problem has, therefore, already been identified. 

We have reinvented logical positivism as statistical positivism (we now use statistics, 

not logic) – only now we don’t even make theories to verify them afterwards, they 

magically appear on their own. At least we are objective this way, right? 

Objectivity is out of the question due to e.g. the fault of the senses. The very idea, 

the world may and can directly provide the answers we need had already been 

abandoned in the Classical Antiquity – and this exact decision cut our bonds with the 

past, enter the axiomatic method. The foundation of knowledge is theory, a system 

completely devoid of any content, any signified; theory, however, can and may be used 

as the archetypical structure by which the world, i.e. the meaningless save sensible 

phenomena, are categorized based on our pre-defined criteria.  The phenomena are 

meaningless by their own right. We categorize them and attach meaning to them based 

on our habits (cf. the Humean discussion about causality). The issue is epistemological: 

what we observe is an entity, but is it an element or a singleton (unit-set)? This is not 

for the phenomenon to decide for itself but for us, based on our theoretical framework 

of choice. Even this slight difference is dramatic: is the table I observe an element which 

has parts (e.g. a surface, four legs, nails), or a singleton which is a subset of other 

supersets (e.g. brown colour, hardness, flatness)?2 Western scientists have forgotten, 

modus indicativus was a Roman addition to the Greek Grammar – or maybe a distortion 

of Greek grammar. The Greeks had modus definitivus, so to speak. Wherever the Greeks 

saw a dead-end and decided that the best way to describe the world is to define3 it a 

priori, Latin scholars thought (maybe?) that if Roman Rule of Law was to be any good, 

the best way is to directly indicate things. Modus indicativus had, in that sense, more 

bang for the buck! 

Then, there is an almost classic line of thought in neurosciences: the stimulus, e.g. 

photons (which have never been observed), reach our lenses, get inverted, reach the 

retina, get transformed into chemical signals in the cones and rods, get converted back 

 
2  These questions that are also crucial for developing a more consistent logical and set-

theoretical system were asked (and answered in private) by D.E. Lekkas. 
3 Definitions: a set of propositions in meta-language describing an entity fully and exclusively. 

Since definitions are (preferably) set in dummy languages, there is no meaning in demanding 
definitions for the words included in definitions. 
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and forth from chemical to electrical signal millions or billions of times, get filtered, 

modified (to become “relevant”) and supplemented (to account for imperfections such 

as the blind spot) by every conceivable way and finally, become a (personal) conscious 

experience that means completely different things to different people, each of them 

being completely incapable of knowing the personal conscious experience (qualia) of 

another person. In logic, this inescapable deadlock of intersubjectivity is resolved using 

the simplest, the most elegant and strong axiom: we define (not indicate!) when two 

people agree, then their agreement is as binding as if we had a way of knowing, what 

they have in their minds is identical in every relevant way: 

𝐴 = 𝐴 

Another line of thought is relevant in the observations and interpretations of the 

experiments being dependent on the pre-existing theory, a theme expressed in 

Althusser’s three Generalities (Althusser 1990, 1969). Generalities I (abstract, 

theoretical, prior, defining) also have social and political connotations. Generalities III 

(concrete, posterior, defined) can never have an “independent life”. As long as science 

is a powerful institution, among other things, some social and political connotations 

and implications are relevant to our discussion as well. 

Technology cannot bypass our fraudulent approach to cosmos, exactly the way a 

shaman cannot use any Holy Plant to become wiser, even though they can, and do see 

the subtle world with the help of such Plants – experienced shamans do not need the 

Plants to achieve trance states. Likewise, science is reduced to mere witchcraft – at least 

to the extent it boasts about its supposed objectivity. We have to fully respect all 

shamanic traditions, even as knowledge systems. However, while shamans do know 

they use witchcraft, scientists are led to believe they do not practise magick4 , even 

though they follow the exact same methodology as sorcerers (a celebrated path from 

effect to cause) because they spend billions of dollars to “prove” otherwise. In that sense, 

shamience, sorry, science is not remotely as ecological as shamanism is. 

What are we left with if we exclude objectivity? Epistēmē has objective, subjective 

and theoretical knowledge. Theoretical knowledge keeps its distance from the world 

and has no ambition whatsoever to be applicable or “provable” in the world. In science, 

theories are being verified by observing the world, and similarly, in magick, one 

observes the subtle world to derive their knowledge. To sum up, another analogy could 

be the following:  

epistēmē vs science vs magick 

or 

theory vs fraud of the senses vs fraud of the subtle-senses 

 

Or why science and magick have an identity relationship (since both are based on 

the affirmation of the consequent to develop their theories). It is really tempting to start 

discussing about theory, its value and its structure – a rich discussion that could easily 

take up the space of many papers. Thus, in the best interest of both parties, mine and of 

the reader, we shall continue this discussion elsewhere (Papageorgiou and Lekkas 2014, 

2019, 2018, 2020; Papageorgiou 2016). Here I shall merely juxtapose the 

methodological differences between these two knowledge systems (epistēmē, science) 

and how they are related to the different types of expertise. Let us focus on epistēmē. 

 

 
4 Magick vs magic: the latter also means “tricks”, “beauty” and the like. The former refers to 

supernatural experiences, spiritual practices and the like. 
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The method of epistēmē and expertise 
 

The classic foundation of epistēmē is the axiomatic method. D. Lekkas has presented 

in Epistēmēs Metron Logos the taxonomy of the methods used in epistēmē (in his 

understanding they should have been common ground – why aren’t they?). They consist 

of the pairwise couple; synthesis-analysis and abstraction structure. The first pair is 

about elements and the second about sets or categories. Since these methods have been 

presented in the several papers, we have written for Epistēmēs Metron Logos, I will 

give an example here which will make it clear what is meant by each method. Let us 

say we have a house. 

 

1. Analysis: we break down the house in its physical constituents: doors, 

windows, walls, bricks etc. 

2. Synthesis: we take bricks, doors, windows etc. and we synthesize / compose 

/ construct a house. Note: if we reconstruct the exact same house, the process 

is now called resynthesis (Gr. anasynthesis). 

3. Abstraction: we include our house in (nested) supersets / categories: 

{house}5 < {urban house} < {residence}6 < {protected space}7 < {space}8. 

4. Structure: we deal with the properties of the specific house: sunny, 

comfortable, safe etc. 

 

Can we do the same with experts? 

 

1. Analysis: body parts of an expert, brain cells, tissue etc. 

2. Synthesis: putting together different material parts to make an expert 

Note: expert sprinters have more fast-twitch muscle fibres, so in order to make a 

sprinter, one would need this kind of muscle tissue – or expert taxi-drivers have grown 

a larger hippocampal grey matter volume. 

3. Abstraction: for example, experts are humans, mammals, animals etc. or experts 

are workers, middle-class etc. 

4. Structure: expert in mathematics, expert in epistemology etc. (see also fig. 1 

which is “nothing more” than the structural representation of expertise). 

 

Note of caution: everything is relevant. We can analyse, synthesize, abstract or 

structure anything in infinite ways. No way to do any experiment a priori to help us 

decide which way; experiments will be made only afterwards, if and only if some of 

the processes described above are finished (all / some of them, depending on the 

occasion). Equally, there is no way to perform any experiment afterwards, to verify any 

theory – we are not logical positivists! So, what do we do? We do it the way maths does 

it. When “sciences” and philosophy at some point became separate, maths was the only 

field which split in half, as if it were in the middle. Maths, apart from theory, is also 

philosophy and methodology. This methodology dictates: everything is relevant until 

we agree to a convention. Thereafter, we are fully and absolutely bound by our 

convention as if it were real. The selection process is always arbitrary but as soon as I 

 
5 In the sense of the singleton (unit set), a set with one element, one house. 
6 In the sense of places where people live. 
7 In the sense of places where all living beings take refuge or stay. 
8 The end of abstraction: mathematical space, a void signifier! 
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select something, I cannot arbitrarily change the convention at a later stage (unless I 

decide to make a new convention and start all over!).   

This dual-pair taxonomy is quite a revolutionary one with far-reaching implications 

about how we make theories. The implications for expertise stem out of this 

symmetrical duality between the specific (or analytic) element and the general (or 

abstract) properties9. The study of specialized cases in epistēmē is as important as the 

study of generalized – or higher-level – cases. The guidelines dictate, one should do 

both analysis and synthesis; to never do analysis until synthesis is finished and vice 

versa.  

This leads to a dual pair of contributory experts, i.e. experts who are able to 

substantially contribute to various fields. The first kind of individuals are expert 

specialists and the second type of individuals are expert generalists. Expert generalists 

are knowledgeable in many domains the way, say, an interactional expert would be. It 

is not about understanding the way “real” experts express themselves – or to be able to 

express ourselves in a way an expert panel could be deceived, in a Turing test type of 

interview into thinking of us as a contributory expert specialist (cf. H. Collin’s “walk 

the talk”). The paradigm presented here qualifies as a completely different standard 

which is not evaluated against the golden standard of the contributory expert specialist. 

Expert generalists are also “contributory” experts at a higher, more abstract level.  

The key characteristic of generalists vs specialists is, they may be more competent 

in higher-order knowledge. For example, a physicist may be an expert in operating a 

particle accelerator, making measurements and refining the Standard Model. However, 

he may be unable to see, at a higher level, his methodology is problematic and against 

logic. For a physicist, the flying donkey effect (ad hoc confirmation of results) may 

seem way too simplistic and general to be accepted as a valid reason for the 

disqualification of their prestigious multi-billion based research. However, generalists 

are able to see exactly that: the broader picture. They may equally be certain; donkeys 

beating CERN scientists is truly the case, or the definition of energy in physics is invalid 

– as well as any definition in any domain which is based on effects. If only physicists 

had co-operated with expert generalists sooner! 

I hypothesize here that exactly the way Latin scholars chose to translate the Greek 

grammatical mood “enclēsis oristikē” (= “definitive” mood) as modus indicativus 

(indicative mood), the same way expert generalists were “translated”, or treated, as 

expert specialists. Exactly the way the original Greek grammatical mood’s 

identification with its opposite had dire consequences for the dialectic method, reducing 

generalists to specialists had the same effects. It can be argued that the reasons are 

political in both cases. The Roman Rule of Law was better off with a more “realis” 

grammatical mood; in the same way, the institutional power of expert specialists was 

preserved by rejecting anyone who could have a different saying about someone else’s 

expert field. Imagine NASA accepting critique about its space program from someone 

who just uses flutes and not billion-dollar equipment (flutes are the epistemological 

instrument of the theory of music the same way the epistemological instruments of 

geometry are the ruler and the compass). The situation is problematic for a host of 

reasons. Experts have acquired exclusive power in their fields and no-one else is 

allowed to have any formal and serious saying. The situation is both ridiculous and 

dangerous. In some years we will have e.g. medical doctors who are specialized in the 

right ear of male middle-aged singers and nothing else. Together with this ultra-

 
9 Properties are criteria of inclusion into sets. 
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specialization comes less responsibility, thus the paradox: more power but less 

responsibility. 

What about in 100 years? In 1000 years? In 10,000 years? Because the usual excuse 

is that we now know more, therefore one should specialize in narrower and narrower 

fields. Imagine what that would mean for the future when much more knowledge would 

have been accumulated! The system is not viable by any standards. Contributory expert 

generalists are necessary, now. 

Are there any practical examples of contributory expert generalists then? A 

composer knows a multitude of things about many different instruments, without being 

able to demonstrate world-class performance in any one of them. There might be 

exceptions, even Herbert von Karajan played the piano / cembalo exceptionally. But 

then again, there is Furtwängler, Mitropoulos etc. If Karajan was not a specialist in one 

instrument, that would not have made him any less important as a conductor! A 

contributory expert specialist mathematician should be able to tell where physics has 

gone wrong and the general direction it should take, how to construct the theory of 

music properly, how to reform the Byzantine system (music), how to reconstitute the 

prosody of an ancient language or what to do with complex analysis and logic in 

mathematics. A generalist should be able to contribute in the methodology of all these 

fields without being a specialist in any of the said domains. Expert specialists in these 

domains (e.g. in logic) can understand the consequences of generalists’ directions and 

do all the expert work that needs to be done, building the axiomatic system described. 

It is of no use being an expert in the complicated mathematics of the Ptolemaic system 

and then missing the whole point (that the earth is not the centre of the universe); 

moreover, it is very realistic to be unable to solve such complicated mathematical 

equations while being able to demonstrate that the earth is revolving around the sun 

(and I guess back then you would not be listened to if you were not proficient at solving 

equations, as was the case with Wegener and his formal education in geology when he 

forwarded the notion of the tectonic plates without world-class expert knowledge of 

geology and without any experimental data). Expertise is deeply authoritarian and 

political, hence best served by specialists. Generalist are less proficient than the 

specialist in a certain field but also absolutely indifferent for this supposed 

“insufficiency” (which they should be more than eager to admit!). 

 

The alienation of activity, the activity of alienation10 
 

The words “alienation” and “estrangement” (between workers and their products, or 

even more so between workers and the final product) appear some 300 times in the 80 

pages of Marx’s Economic & Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844. Of course, Marx refers 

to workers, but this is not his criterion (being a worker). The division of labour brings 

about alienation, and division of labour is what expert specialization is all about. 

Scientific knowledge and capitalist economy were something Marx did not touch upon 

since in his time, they were disassociated (Goto 2013). My idea is to explore in principle, 

a partial isomorphism between Marx’s theory and the model of specialization in science. 

The compartmentalization of scientific thought is, or should be, no more than a 

convention. Instead it has been taken as literal, i.e. the certainty has grown that scientific 

domains are actually separate and no “outsider” can interfere with the work of an expert. 

 
10 “If then the product of labor is alienation, production itself must be active alienation, the 

alienation of activity, the activity of alienation” (Marx 1844, 30). 
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Since experts are so specialized, each expert is an island and there would hardly be any 

peers to judge them. Expert specialization is becoming even more narrow in the years 

to come. 

Expert specialization in science, in contrast to the worker’s labour, is making the 

expert more powerful. However, the differences end here. Expert specialization is not 

any better for the scientist, when it comes to estrangement from the higher-level 

scientific principles (let’s even call them Generalities II, i.e., epistemology, ethics, 

methodology and theory of science etc.). Even this one very important difference is also 

detrimental, not just for the society that is led by absolute and unquestionable 

authorities, but for the scientists themselves who are slaves of their own power; in stark 

contrast to the worker’s acquired passivity, scientists will go to any extent to preserve 

their status quo. 

Marx, in his Manuscripts, describes the worker’s declining mental clarity about their 

situation using the darkest colours: “So much does labour’s realization appear as loss 

of realization that the worker loses realization to the point of starving to death” (p. 29). 

The damage done to science is directly proportional to the scientists’ alienation with its 

general principles. Then, every scientific domain follows its own methodological path 

and the ensuing fragmentation weakens the cohesion of science’s structure. We end up 

having many sciences, many logics, many theories, and since we also have been having 

Shamanism, religions, mysteries, ideologies etc., why choose anything over the others? 

Let’s do whatever we want, combine them, or freely choose whatever perspective suits 

our needs better. Why astronomy and not astrology, why astrology and not astronomy, 

why not astronomy and astrology combined? Overspecialization without anything to 

counterbalance it will eventually lead to the weakening and the degeneration of science. 

If this is what the scientists are willing to support for the sake of keeping their power, 

or even to increase it, then the opposite of what Marx says about the consequences to 

the workers will apply to the scientists. I paraphrase Marx’s remarks (p.29) 11: 

“For on this premise it is clear that the more the [scientist] spends himself, the [less] 

powerful becomes the alien world of [theories] which he creates over and against 

himself, the poorer he himself – his inner world – becomes, the less belongs to him as 

his own”  

 

Towards a unifying model of expertise 
 

Going through the various works in the relevant literature, especially the ones which 

explain how specific expertise is, one is inclined to wonder if the whole theoretical 

foundation of expertise is another case of data dictating theory (Hill and Schneider 2006, 

658; Feltovich, Pretula, and Ericsson 2006, 46–60; Thorndike and Woodworth 190112). 

Until now no theory of expertise has ever been developed by anyone, save well-

structured notes on observations. A theory would not only define expertise, but it would 

explicate all its causalities, both necessary and telic, define (in principle) its various 

categories and analytic components and so on and so forth. 

Accommodating generalists is possible, even in the current (pseudo?) theoretical 

framework. It may easily be argued, the generalists’ overview of the various fields is 

 
11 Original text: “For on this premise it is clear that the more the worker spends himself, the 

more powerful becomes the alien world of objects which he creates over and against himself, the 
poorer he himself – his inner world – becomes, the less belongs to him as his own”. 

12 Expertise specificity was studied as early as 1901! 
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(for instance) at the level of methodology and not at the level of each field’s rich 

knowledge substrate. The current scientific literature does not support the notion of an 

expert generalist as it is presented here. Even books that have generalists as their main 

subject, while considering their wide range of knowledge as a definite advantage, 

unavoidably identify them with polymaths; the latter, having one or two main domains 

of expertise are trapped within the barren paradigm of science (Epstein 2019).  

The scientific literature does not, at the same time, exclude the possibility of generalists 

to exist. Generalists are not merely “polymaths” in the sense that they know a bit of 

everything. They are experts in the outer, common layer of specialization fields. Indeed, 

one may view such outer layers as the connective tissue among the various sciences – 

after all, any separate discipline, from physics to psychology, should have at least one 

substantial common characteristic with the others if they are to be called “sciences” in 

a meaningful way. That common outer layer usually includes inference methods and 

methodology (which, in epistēmē, is not the experimental method, therefore it is much 

more unifying than science’s experimental method: some fields are poor in 

experimental means). I have tried to capture this idea in the following figure.  

The figure is set up in the most intuitive way possible. The deeper we go, the more 

specialized knowledge / fields we find (note: the segmentation of knowledge into fields 

of study is merely a convention, here, for economy, we accept that knowledge = fields). 

The deeper we go, the less the various fields interact or intersect. The deeper we go the 

less we can move horizontally. 

Four kinds of experts are identified. 

1. Contributory expert generalists: they have a broad scope but almost no depth. 

2. Contributory expert specialists: they go deep but have almost no breadth. 

Note: in order for any meaningful relationship to exist between generalists and 

specialists, their lines should cross at some point 

3. Interactional expert: they have neither depth nor breadth. They know the jargon 

(“speak the way” as prof. Collins says). They can go as deep as the generalist 

goes or even deeper. They can also spread across domains (not visible in the 

figure). 

4. Experiential expert: they do not know the field’s jargon nor its methodology; 

they are at the level of contributory expert specialists but with no depth. 

Any other conceivable combination may be made: draw any kind of line on the graph 

and try to figure out to what type of expert or knower that would be. Or, alternatively, 

think of any kind of expert and try to figure out to what kind of line represents them. 
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Expert generalists in practice 

Interestingly, both motor- and cognitive-related domains are structured in a very 

favourable way for experts, but not for generalists. While technological advancements 

made it possible to have billion-dollar equipment with unprecedented possibilities, 

machines do not produce theory, but rather, record data (the naïve recorder myth of 

modern science). But it is impossible to only call data-collections “theories”, no matter 

how bad we wanted it to be the case. Billion-dollar equipment has done exactly this: 

they obscure theoretical understanding by flaunting their stupefying size (cf. enargēa: 

the feeling of profoundly understanding a simple and elegant truth). In classical 

antiquity, mathematicians refused to introduce any such technical complexity to their 

method; they insisted in doing geometry with nothing more complicated than a compass 

and a ruler! It was not a matter of lack of means; it was a matter of values and priorities.  

Another thing which has happened is the development of two epistemological diseases: 

mathematicity (to present a theory using the most complicated mathematical way to 

muddy the waters) and quasi-mathematicity (expressing anything in mathematical 

language makes it appear more convincing). If someone is not trained enough to 

understand (let alone express themselves) in complex mathematical jargon, they are 

automatically excluded from the particular/preferential category of “expert specialists”. 

So, if a generalist were to tell a physicist: “I do not know how to do advanced physics, 

I just see clearly that your definition of force is wrong” then physicists would respond 

with one of the following three: 

1. You are not an expert, go away. 

2. Look at the technology we have developed!13 Therefore, you must be wrong. 

Q.E.D.! 

 
13 Contrary to common belief – even among scientists themselves – technology has only little 

to do with science (cf. Taleb 2012). Even if it were relevant, it is a logical fault to point to an effect 
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3. Look at the equations of the standard model and trace the mistake (equations 

physicists themselves cannot fully understand, have borrowed from 

mathematics, but at the same time won’t listen to what mathematicians have to 

say about them since they work in practice!). 

Expert specialists are as important as expert generalists. If analysis is as important as 

synthesis, having only experts in analysis makes no sense; it is equally as important to 

have experts in having the overview of science, otherwise, and especially with the 

future trends in further segmenting science into sub-domains, we are at risk of having 

an even more incoherent body of science 

Conclusion 

The paradigm of the contributory expert generalist is destined to bring multiple 

paradigm shifts, starting on the fields that deal with expertise and then on to other 

fields, such as physics and mathematics, will see considerable changes in their core 

beliefs and conventions. 

I was asked from a leading academic in the field of expertise, if this line of research 

will improve things that matter, such as daily medical practice. This question could 

only come from a scientific mindset, that is, a mindset who is obsessed with results. 

But we must pause for even a brief moment and contemplate on why we, as a society, 

chose science over witchcraft as our official source of information for political 

decisions and for the allocation of people’s money (taxes). Then we must understand 

the reasons epistēmē changed into science. Was it a conscious choice? An accident? 

Was it for the better or for the worse? We have repeatedly argued that epistēmē 

degenerated into science – at least partly. It makes no sense then to accept science but 

refuse to accept epistēmē (without any sound reason); in epistēmē, the concept of a 

contributory expert specialist is as important as one of a contributory expert 

generalist. Trying to convince anyone about the importance of generalists based on 

results, is doing what we fight against: judging based on the results. In epistēmē there 

are three kinds of causes; necessary, telic and poetic. The necessary cause is the cause 

in principle; telic cause merely reveals the purpose. So, what is the “result” which 

ruthlessly judges everything when the effect is not even the telic cause? Scientists 

insist on evaluating things based on something that belongs neither to epistēmē nor to 

science. Should we not be alarmed? When? Where? 
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